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Repeats in eukaryotic genomes

� Tandem repeats

� Microsatellites 1-6 nt

� Minisatellites 10-60 nt� Minisatellites 10-60 nt

� Transposable elements (TE)

� Class-I: Retrotransposons

� SINEs: Alu, MIR

� LINEs: L1, L2, CR1

� LTRs

� Class-II: DNA transposons





P-clouds

� Find the number of occurences of each specific oligo in a 
genome.

� Oligo length W= log4(n)+1� Oligo length W= log4(n)+1

� The highest frequency oligo initiates a cloud.

� Similar high-frequency oligos are added to the cloud.

� ‘similar’: differences of up to 3 nt from core oligo (adjustable) 

� ‘high-frequency’: adjustable



Repeat region annotation

� Oligos that were members of P-clouds were mapped 
back to the original genome sequence.

� Segments of the genome with high P-cloud oligo 
density were demarcated as “repeated regions”.

� 80% of every 10 consecutive oligos must be composed 
of P-cloud oligos (adjustable).



False positive assessment
� A simulated random non-repetitive genome sequence 

constrained to have the same dinucleotide frequencies 
in 1 Mbp windows as the original human genome.



C5 (2, 5, 10, 100, 1000)
C8 (2, 8, 16, 160, 1600)
C10 (2, 10, 20, 200, 2000)
C20 (2, 20, 40, 400, 4000)
C40 (4, 40, 80, 800, 8000)
C100 (10, 100, 200, 2000, 20 000)
C200 (20, 200, 400, 4000, 40 000)

Gu et al (2008) Identification of repeat structure in large 
genomes using repeat probability clouds. Analytical 
Biochemistry, 380, 77-83















Element specific P-clouds (ESPs)
Human genome regions that are not masked by 
RepeatMasker:

� 749,395 putative Alu regions

� 20,919,291 bp (FP=22.17%)� 20,919,291 bp (FP=22.17%)

� 7,518,362 putative MIR regions

� 227,472,307 bp (FP=65.42%)



Relationship to other de novo estimates

Human chromosome 22

� RepeatMasker(RM) with RepBase 47.9% 

� RepeatScout+RM 36.9%� RepeatScout+RM 36.9%

� RepeatScout+RM with RepBase 52.5%

� RepSeek 56.2%

� P-clouds combined with RM+RepBase: 70.6%



Conclusions
� De novo search methods can be used to detect repeat-derived 

sequences that are too diverged or degraded to be easily detected 
by alignment to known transposable element consensus 
sequences.

� P-clouds predicts >840 Mbp of additional repetitive sequences in 
human genome.

� >66%-69% of the human genome sequence is repetitive or 
repeat-derived.

� ESPs identified ~100 Mb of previously unannotated human Alu 
and MIR elements.


